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01. ARCHENHOLZ, Johann Wilhelm von. A Picture of
England: containing a Description of the Laws, Customs, and
Manners of England … By M. d’Archenholz, formerly a Captain in
the Service of the King of Prussia. Translated from the French …
London: Printed for Edward Jeffery … 1789.
2 vols, 12mo (169 × 98 mm), pp. [4], iv, 210;
[4], iv, 223, [1]; a very nice copy in
contemporary mottled calf, smooth spines gilt
in compartments, gilt-lettered morocco labels,
a little worm damage to the upper joint of vol.
I, but still handsome; engraved armorial
bookplate of Sir Thomas Hesketh, Bart., of
Rufford Hall, Lancashire; Easton Neston shelf
label.
$1300
First edition in English, with the sections on
Italy omitted. ‘Archenholz did more than any
other man to present a complete picture of
England to Germans. His fifteen years of
study and travel well qualified him as an
observer of different peoples and their
manners, and his views of England served
Germany for a quarter of a century as their
chief source of information’ (Cox).
Cox III, 99; Morgan 75.

LARGE PAPER COPY

02. [BERESFORD, Benjamin, and Joseph Charles MELLISH,
translators]. Specimens of the German Lyric Poets: consisting
of Translations in Verse, from the Works of Bürger, Goethe,
Klopstock, Schiller, &c. Interspersed with Biographical Notices,
and ornamented with Engravings on Wood, by the first Artists.
London: Boosey and Sons … and Rodwell and Martin … 1822.
8vo (212 × 135 mm) in half-sheets, pp. [4], ii, iii, [1], ‘125’ [i.e. 152], [2];
complete with the half-title; title vignette and 13 further wood engravings
in the text, printed on India paper and pasted in; printed on thick paper,
with generous margins; a little offsetting from the turn-ins; later
nineteenth-century half calf and marbled boards, all edges gilt, spine
label lettered gilt.
$700

First edition thus, a large-paper copy (‘royal 8vo, India
proofs’, Lowndes). ‘The chief portion of the following
Translations [73 of them, in fact] was published at Berlin,
about twenty years ago, in a Musical Work [i.e. The
German Erato], comprising some of the best German
Melodies … The great popularity which these Translations
obtained abroad, their scarcity, and the unquestionable
merit they possess, are the motives which gave rise to the
present reprint of them … A few more Poems [nine],
translated from the same language, by Mr. Mellish, … have
likewise been added. To render this little Volume
complete, the Publishers prevailed upon a gentleman, a
German by birth, of great taste and knowledge of his native
literature, to furnish Biographical Sketches of most of the
eminent Writers from whose Works the Selection was
made. These Sketches are partly original, partly derived
from sources of difficult access, and from the information of
persons of the highest authority on such subjects …’
(Advertisement).
Carré, pp. 89–90; Morgan C26; Oswald, p. 19; Speck 238.

WITH HAND-COLOURED PLATES BY JAMES SOWERBY

03. THE BOTANICAL MAGAZINE; or, Flower-Garden displayed:
in which the most ornamental foreign Plants, cultivated in the open
Ground, the Green-House, and the Stove, will be accurately
represented in their natural Colours … London: Printed by Fry and
Couchman … for W. Curtis, at his Botanic Garden … And sold by
all Booksellers, Stationers, and News-Carriers, in Town and
Country. 1787.
Tall 8vo (235 × 142 mm), ff. [2], 36, [1], with 36 hand-coloured
copperplate engravings, most signed J. Sowerby; some light offsetting to
verso of title-page from some later loose newspaper cuttings, light
occasional spotting or browning throughout; contemporary polished tree
calf, rubbed, joints cracked but sound, spine gilt in compartments with
red morocco lettering-piece; early ink ownership inscription of G.
Whitaker to head of Preface and three leaves within the text, several
modern newspapers cuttings loosely inserted.
$700

The first volume of the celebrated Curtis’s Botanical Magazine, ‘intended
for the Use of such Ladies, Gentlemen, and Gardeners, as wish to
become scientifically acquainted with the Plants they cultivate’ (title).
The Magazine has been in continuous publication ever since and, as
such, holds the distinction of being the longest-running illustrated
botanical journal in the world; today, it is published quarterly by Kew.
For its 200-year run, it has consistently showcased the best in botanical
illustration; this first volume owes its plates to the great naturalist,
publisher, engraver and illustrator James Sowerby (1757–1822), who
would go on to produce several major works of his own on botany,
geology, and crystallography (Oxford DNB).

William Curtis (1746–1799), son of a tanner, began cultivating an
interest in botany while apprenticing under his grandfather, an
apothecary. He soon ‘established a reputation as a botanist which led to
his appointment as demonstrator of plants and praefectus horti of
the Society of Apothecaries (1772–7) at the Chelsea Physic Garden. He
established a botanical garden for the cultivation and study of native
British plants at Bermondsey in 1773, though later, in 1779, he cultivated
the more extensive London Botanic Garden at Lambeth Marsh’ (Oxford
DNB). He crystallised his reputation in 1775 with Flora Londinensis, a
periodical ‘extend[ing] to six fasciculi of seventy-two plates each, which

remain the finest illustrations of British plants ever published’ (ibid.); his
Botanical Magazine, which appeared a little over a decade later, would
only build on that success.
Henrey 472.

SCOTT’S FIRST BOOK

04. BÜRGER, Gottfried August. The Chase, and William and
Helen: two Ballads, from the German … Edinburgh: Printed by
Mundell and Son … for Manners and Miller … and sold by T.
Cadell, Jun. and W. Davies (Successors to Mr. Cadell) … London.
1796.
4to (256 × 200 mm), pp. v, [1], 41,
[1]; a few spots, light offsetting from
the leather on the binding;
nineteenth-century half calf, moiré
cloth sides, blob of melted wax to
rear cover, spine lettered gilt,
endpapers spotted; ticket of Robert
Seton, ‘Stationer and Bookbinder to
the King’ (fl.1833–7), Edinburgh, to
rear pastedown.
$2500
First edition, first issue, of Sir
Walter Scott’s first published book;
in Greig’s view, it is the translation
which ‘best renders the spirit of the
original’ (p. 18). Although he was
not present when Anna Laetitia
Barbauld read William Taylor’s
translation at Dugald Stewart’s
house, Scott ‘was stimulated to find
his own copy of the German
original. He met the Aberdonian
James Skene of Rubislaw, who had lived in Saxony for some years and
had a collection of German books. The poems in the German manner
included within Matthew Lewis’s The Monk (1796) were a further
stimulus, and in April 1796 Scott tried his hand at translating Leonore.
“He began the task … after supper, and did not retire to bed until he had
finished it, having by that time worked himself into a state of excitement
which set sleep at defiance”. So pleased was Scott with the reaction of
his friends that he proceeded to translate another Bürger poem, Der

wilde Jäger, and the two were published together anonymously as The
Chase, and William and Helen … 1 November 1796’ (Oxford DNB).
Scott later commented: ‘The fate of this, my first publication, was by no
means flattering. I distributed so many copies among friends as,
according to the booksellers, materially to interfere with the sale; and the
number of translations which appeared in England about the same
time … were sufficient to exclude a provincial writer from competition …
In a word, my adventure … proved a dead loss, and a great part of the
edition was condemned to the service of the trunk-maker’ (Essay on
Imitations of the Ancient Ballad, 1830).
Morgan 846; Todd & Bowden 1Aa.

‘A SPLENDID PIECE OF TYPOGRAPHY’
(AND SOME SPLENDID ILLUSTRATIONS)
05. BÜRGER, Gottfried August. Leonora. Translated from the
German … by W. R. Spencer, Esq. With Designs by the Right
Honourable Lady Diana Beauclerc. London: Printed by T.
Bensley; for J. Edwards, and E. and S. Harding … 1796.

Folio (365 × 253 mm), pp. [8], 35, [1]; with an engraved title, 4 full-page
stipple engravings, and 4 head- and tailpieces by Bartolozzi, Harding,
and Birrell after Beauclerk; German and English printed on facing pages;
leaves lightly toned, with the odd mark; contemporary speckled calf,
marbled endpapers, upper joint cracked but firm (traces of glue), old
gouge to upper board sometimes repaired, spine rubbed, chipped at
extremities.
$700
First edition of William Robert Spencer’s translation, ‘highly thought of by
Scott and others’ (Oxford DNB). The famous illustrations were executed
by his aunt, Lady Diana Beauclerk. ‘This publication is a splendid piece
of typography, having the German printed [in blackletter] on one side of
the page. The designs with which it is decorated possess much
elegance, and are not deficient in expression, though painting must ever
fall much short of poetry in delineating the wilder conceptions of the
fancy’ (Monthly Review).
Morgan 891.

06. BÜRGER, Gottfried August. Lenore … in drei englischen
Übersetzungen. Göttingen, bei Johann Christian Dieterich. 1797.
8vo (193 × 118 mm), pp. 60; some foxing, old waterstain in places at
head; later paper boards, with the original green wrappers (marked)
bound in.
$1100
First edition thus. ‘Few German poets were better
known abroad at the end of the century than
Bürger, the author of “Leonore,” a ballad inspired
by the example of Percy and Herder, [who]
represents the beginning of the ballad in German
poetry as an art form’ (Bareikis 135). Nowhere
perhaps more so than in Britain, where ‘in the
years between 1796 and 1800 the clatter of
Lenore’s demon-horse sounded furiously through
Britain’ (Stokoe, p. 66), with the poem, itself based
on the Scottish ballad Sweet William’s Ghost,
receiving five translations within a year, by William
Taylor, John Thomas Stanley, William Robert
Spencer, Walter Scott (his first publication), and
Henry James Pye, the then poet laureate.
‘The year following publication of five English
translations of Bürger’s ballad three of them
(Stanley’s, Spencer’s and Pye’s) were reprinted in

one volume in the poet’s homeland, indeed, in the very town [i.e.
Göttingen] at whose distinguished university he had taught and in which
he had died just three years before. There too he had written “Lenore,”
therewith creating the German art ballad, and there published it in the
Musenalmanach MDCCLXXIV’ (Allison Shelley, p. 74).
Eschenburg (the great German translator of Shakespeare, among other
English books) informs Gleim (1719–1803), the kindly patriarch of
German poetry, that the first of the translators, John Thomas Stanley,
had come to Brunswick fifteen years before ‘as a very young man (aged
just fifteen) and, during a two-year residence there, had become
acquainted, through Eschenburg’s tutelage, with the German language
and literature. The copy of his translation of Lenore which he sent his
erstwhile mentor was, although Eschenburg described it as the
unchanged second impression, actually one of A New Edition with
copperplate engravings of illustrations by Blake [London, Gosnell for
Miller, 1796]. These pleased Eschenburg in no wise, nor did Stanley’s
additions to Bürger’s original. On the other hand, the second translation,
which the editor noted had been published just the month before by
another Englishman who likewise had spent some time in Germany, W.
R. Spencer, won his high praise, primarily for its typography and notably
Lady Diana Beauclerc’s designs …
‘The second letter to Gleim … revealed that Eschenburg’s intention of
publishing Stanley’s and Spencer’s translations at least two months
previously had been thwarted through delay by the overly busy press. In
the interim he had received Pye’s translation and thus had been enabled
to include it together with the other two in his volume’ (Allison Shelley,
pp. 74–5).
Borst 773; Hayn/Gotendorf I, 502 (‘Sehr selten!’); Morgan 895. ESTC
locates 4 copies only (BL, Taylorian, Göttingen, Staatsbibliothek zu
Berlin). There was also a Vienna reprint, in 1798.

PLAYS FOR CHILDREN

07. [CHILDREN.] [PFEFFEL, Gottlieb Konrad]. Dramatische
Kinderspiele … [Colophon: Colmar, gedruckt bey Joh. Heinrich
Decker, Königl. Buchdrucker] Strasburg, verlegts Johann Gottfried
Bauer, Buchhändler, 1769.
Small 8vo (151 × 92 mm), pp. [16], 93, [1]; the text printed within a
decorative border; occasional finger-soiling etc., but sound; modern
boards.
$800

Rare first (and only) edition, printed in the
Alsatian town of Colmar, where the author,
the blind writer Gottlieb Konrad Pfeffel
(1736–1809), spent most of his life. He
worked there as an educational
administrator, and the three plays included
in the present collection were all written to
be performed by children. According to the
preface, two have already been staged by
six- to nine-year-olds. The subject matter is
particularly curious: Damon and Pythias; the
siege of Gloucester in 1643; and ‘the
dangers of seduction’.
Goedeke IV/1, 654, 7. WorldCat locates
only a handful of copies, and all in Europe.

08. [CHILDREN.] [WEISSE, Christian Felix]. Moral Songs for
Children; translated from the German. London: Printed by H.
Reynell … for J. Searle … and sold by Riley … and Appleyard …
1789.
12mo (171 × 105 mm) in half-sheets, pp. [iii]–xii, 60; with a woodcut
frontispiece; some dust- and finger-marking; near-contemporary half
sheep and marbled boards, worn, spine partially defective; inscribed
‘John Satterleys Book April the 24 1802’ on the front free endpaper.
$3750
First (and only) edition in English—extremely rare—of over 50 songs for
children, dedicated ‘to Miss Sarah Morris, younger daughter of Captain
Thomas Morris’ (presumably the army officer and songwriter of Welsh
extraction, 1732–1818?; see Oxford DNB). It is an early appearance for
a German children’s book in English.
‘Mr. Weisse, the Author of these Songs, very ingeniously hit upon the
Idea of conveying moral Maxims to the Heart of Youth, by the charms of
Music. As nauseous Medicines are often rendered palatable to the
Tongue, by being diluted in sweet and aromatic Vehicles, so serious and
solemn Morality is softened by the melting Notes of pleasing
Harmony … And that musical Youth may familiarize their Hearts to
Virtue, while they are improving in an Accomplishment, which hitherto
has been but little adapted to so sublime a Subject, he [i.e. the
translator] has caused Six Songs to be set to Music by an eminent
Professor of this fashionable and delightful Art. The Songs, marked with

Numbers in this Collection, may be Sung, and answer to the same
Number in the musical Set of Six Moral Songs adapted to the PianoForte, Harpsichord, Harp, German-Flute, and Guitar, published by T.
Skillern …’ (Advertisement), apparently now lost.

Weiße (1726–1804) had mingled with the likes of Lessing, Gottsched,
and Gellert whilst a student in Leipzig, where he later became a taxcollector, comfortably off and well respected. As a writer, he produced
poetry, librettos, and plays, including the ‘improved’ Shakespearean
tragedy Romeo und Julie (1767). His Kleine Lieder für Kinder
(Flensburg, 1766, and later editions) is one of a number of books by him
for children, by which he also made a reputation (see Wegehaupt 2223–
58). His lyric poetry prompted settings by many composers, including
Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, and New Grove notes that
‘the Scherzhafte Lieder and the Kleine Lieder für Kinder, in particular,
match the liveliness and variety of his operatic song texts’.
Morgan 9999; see Goedeke IV/I, 139, 5 for the German editions. ESTC
records 4 copies only: British Library, Miami, UCLA, and Florida. This is
the only copy I have ever seen for sale.

9. [CHILDREN.] [BARBAULD, Anna Letitia]. Lobgesänge in
Prosa aus dem Englischen von Mrs G. Mayo. 1873. Gedruckt
von Wm. Eggers & Eimer, Adelaide.
Small 4to (203 × 158 mm), pp. 81, [1]; plus chromolithographed
frontispiece, title, and 15 full-page illustrations by Charles Turner; story
titles printed in red, with illuminated initials done by hand, the text printed
in English and German on facing pages; the odd spot only; original giltdecorated blue roan, neatly rebacked; early ink inscription ‘Mrs Humphry
with very kind regards’ to front free endpaper.
$1600

Rare bilingual edition of Barbauld’s ‘immensely popular’ Hymns in Prose
for Children (1781), which ‘continued to appear in print, sometimes
illustrated, until the early 20th century [and] were translated into French,
German, Spanish, Italian, and Hungarian’ (Oxford Companion to
Children’s Literature). Here we find the book in Australia, in an attractive
illustrated edition for the German Lutheran community in Adelaide: ‘an
example of exceptional standard of book production in Australia
regarding typography, illustration and design’ (NLA catalogue). The
translator is most likely Henrietta Mary Mayo (née Donaldson, 1852–
1930).
There had actually been an earlier Australian edition, in 1871, but with
only three plates, and without the hand-coloured initials as here.
Not in Muir, Australian Children’s Books.

10. [CHILDREN.] TIECK, Ludwig. The Life and Death of Little
Red Ridinghood. A Tragedy, adapted from the German of
Ludwig Tieck by Jane Browning Smith. With Illustrations by John
Mulready. London: Groombridge & Sons … 1851.
Small square 8vo (176 × 124 mm), pp. 59, [1]; with a lithographed
frontispiece, title (printed by Thomas McLean), and 5 plates, printed on
thick grey paper; original publisher’s blind-stamped blue cloth, upper
board lettered gilt, spine and extremities rubbed.
$600
A highly attractive illustrated edition, and apparently the first in English of
Leben und Tod des kleinen Rotkäppchens (1800), Tieck’s stage version
of the Little Red Riding-Hood story, which pre-dates the Grimms’ tale by
a dozen years.
Morgan 9397.

LOOSE LEAF STORIES FOR SIMULTANEOUS READING

11. [CHILDREN.] ZIMMERMANN, Georg. [Cover title:] Allerlei
Märchen … Illustrationen von A. H. Drumm u. H. Fresenius.
Verlag Walther Peck, Berlin S. [1894.]

Large folio (443 × 293 mm), 15 chromolithographed leaves, printed on
both sides, plus one chromolithographed prefatory leaf (a few marks),
housed in the original publisher’s red cloth portfolio, upper cover
stamped in gilt with glazed paper onlay, likewise lettered gilt, lower cover
stamped in blind; some light dust-soiling to portfolio, extremities worn,
with some light finger-soiling to leaves.
$700

First edition. This delightful children’s ‘book’ contains fifteen fairy tales
printed onto individual leaves, thus allowing, as the preface explains, a
group of children to read simultaneously before swapping stories with
each other. If a child likes one story in particular, s/he can hang it over
her/his bed.
The fifteen fairy tales include: ‘Fröhliche Weihnachten’; ‘Der Zauberring’;
‘Der dumme Hans’; ‘Die Puppenfee’; ‘Der Zwergenberg’; ‘Die BienenPrinzessin’; ‘Der gute Bartel’; ‘Die schöne Königstochter’; ‘Die
Burgruine’; ‘Der arme Bauer’; ‘Das Häuschen im Walde’; ‘Prinz
Nachtigall’; ‘Das schickt sich nicht’; ‘Prinzessin Eigensinn’; and ‘Das
unterirdische Völkchen’.
Cotsen Nineteenth Century 6292, the only copy listed in WorldCat
outside Germany. Not in Library Hub.

PLAYING SOLDIER

12. [CHILDREN.] Trench Football. [England, R. Farmer & Son,
1915.]
Ball-in-a-maze game (240 × 165 mm), comprising rectangular box with
wooden frame and glazed front, inside of which is a printed, two-colour
die-cut winding trench system with holes along the route through which a
ball bearing must pass from the ‘kick off’ spot at the base of the game
box to the ‘goal’, past the mouth of the Kaiser, at the top; printed
instructions for play are on the reverse, slightly soiled, but easily legible,
old water stain to lower corner, paper skinned at head where earlier
inscription has been effaced, dated ‘1915’ in ms. ink.
$800
An amusing (and highly propagandistic)
British children’s game wherein the player
must move and turn the frame to guide a
small metal ball towards a goal without
dropping it into one of the small en route. A
series of hapless German military figures act
as the player’s ‘opponents’, with Kaiser
Wilhelm as the final obstacle: ‘You have a
feeble opponent in “Little Willie” at “Outside
Right” … Von Hindenberg at “Inside Right”
has not been played regularly of late, the
Grand Duke having badly shaken his
confidence … Enver Pasha, of doubtful sanity,
at “Left Half” is, on a pinch, more than likely to
attack his own colleagues … To obtain a goal
you must dodge [the Kaiser’s] mouth, it is the
chief difficulty. He has proved himself
mentally incapable of understanding the rules
of the game or the meaning of fair play. Many
complaints have been lodged against him,
and it is probable that he will in the near future
be “suspended indefinitely.” Vigour and
decision is necessary in dealing with him’
(Printed directions on verso).

PHYSIONOTRACE

13. CHRETIEN, Gilles-Louis. Edme Mentelle membre de
l’institut. Dess. p. Fouquet. gr. p. Chretien inv. du
physionotrace … Paris [between 1795 and 1799].
Small round aquatint portrait (74 mm diameter, the image itself 55 mm),
a fine impression in very good condition; (later?) metal frame.
$3500
The present aquatint was produced by
physionotrace, ‘the first system invented to
produce multiple copies of a portrait,
invented in 1786 by Gilles-Louis Chrétien
(1774–1811). In his apparatus a profile
cast by a lamp onto a glass plate was
traced by an operator using a pointer
connected, by a system of levers like a
pantograph, to an engraving tool moving
over a copper plate. The aquatint and
roulette finished engraved intaglio plate,
usually circular and small (50 mm), with
details of features and costume, could be
inked and printed many times. One
description mentions that a sitting could
take as little as six minutes and within four
days a dozen impressions could be
delivered, hand-colored if desired, with the
copper plate, for fifteen francs …
‘Physionotrace was very popular in France, where it had a detrimental
effect on miniature painting and engraving. At the Salon of 1793, one
hundred physionotrace portraits where exhibited. Three years later that
number increased to six hundred. The physionotrace portrait replaced
the miniature and was used as frontispiece illustrations in a number of
books, but it was not until the advent of photography that the portrait was
truly democratized’ (Photoconservation.com, sub Printing Processes).
Thomas Jefferson had his portrait done in Paris by physionotrace in
1789 (now lost, though a print was made in 1801: see Alfred L. Bush,
The Life Portraits of Thomas Jefferson, p. 9).
Chrétien was a cellist in the chambre du roi at Versailles and worked
initially with the miniaturist Edme Quenedey des Riceys to produce his
portraits. They separated in 1789, and Chrétien went into partnership
with the engraver Jean Fouquet (d.1799), responsible for the etching

here. The subject is Edme Mentelle (1730–1815), geographer, who was
elected to the Institut de France in 1795.

NO OTHER COPY LOCATED

14. [DRAWING BOOK.] Nouveau livre de vases, utile aux artites
[sic]. A Paris chez Mondhare … [between 1759 and 1792].
8vo (219 × 132 mm), 8 unnumbered leaves, including the title, engraved
throughout; priced (‘12–’) in early ms. ink to final blank verso; title a little
dust-soiled, leaves slightly creased, some light water staining at head,
upper corner gnawed; stitched at head as issued.
$950
Apparently unrecorded. A nice example, entirely as issued, of a
‘drawing book’, i.e. a group of prints used for budding artists to copy in
their own work. ‘Prints were a basic tool in artistic education. Prints of
all kinds were used in artists’ studios for apprentices to copy. Outside
the studio, many amateurs learned to draw by copying from drawing
books, which supplied patterns that could be followed’ (Antony Griffiths,
The Print before Photography, British Museum, 2016, p. 467). The printseller Louis-Joseph Mondhare (1734–1799) ran his shop in the rue
Saint-Jacques between about 1759 and 1792.
Not found in WorldCat, Library Hub, CCFr, or the online catalogue of the
Bibliothèque nationale, which lists a similarly-titled drawing book (also
published by Mondhare) with plates by Berthet after Ronson.

15. [FLAP BOOK.] [Cover title:] Verwandelbare Entwürfe für
moderne Schlosser-Arbeiten. 1. Band Treppen- und
Balkongeländer [– 2. Band Tore, Türen & Frontgitter] … Maile und
Kolfhaus … Nürnberg … [c.1920s].
2 vols, large 8vo (252 × 161 mm); each 10 unnumbered lithographed
leaves, all of which are cut, at an angle, into five sections, calculation
table loosely inserted; some rust to staples in gutter; original publisher’s
cloth, upper cover of each volume lettered gilt, with chromolithographed
onlay, matching decorated paper to lower cover; mild discoloration to
upper covers in places, but still very good.
$500
Apparently unrecorded pattern
book of patented Art Deco
metalwork for houses
(balustrades, railings, gates,
doors, and grilles) by the
Nuremberg firm of Maile &
Kolfhaus. The ingenious design
of the book itself, with movable
flaps, shows the variety of
options available to the
fashionable homeowner.
Not found in WorldCat, Library
Hub, or KVK.

INSCRIBED BY QUEEN VICTORIA

16. GERMAN HYMNS and sacred Songs selected by Her
Majesty the Queen from the Collection of Her Late Royal Highness
the Duchess of Kent. With an English Translation. London
[Printed by Harrison and Sons]: 1861.
4to (243 × 210 mm), pp. [6], 75, [1]; printed on thick paper, with German
and English on facing pages within a black border; leaves lightly toned,
with the odd spot, lower margin of a couple of leaves darkened;
contemporary black morocco, spine lettered gilt, a section of the original
gilt-lettered cloth pasted to the rear pastedown; bookplate of Frederick
Locker; Pickering’s ticket; with a small 8vo bifolium note in pencil on
mourning paper (paraphrasing Philippians 4:8, commenting on Albert’s
life: ‘Whatsoever things were true, whatsoever things were just,
whatsoever things were pure, whatsoever things were lovely, he thought
on these things and had space to perform them. His life sprang from a
deep inner sympathy with God’s will, & with all that was true, beautiful &
right’) loosely inserted.
$5500
First edition, privately printed for the Queen following the death of her
mother, the German Princess Victoria of Saxe-Coburg-Saalfeld,
Duchess of Kent (1786–1861); this copy is inscribed ‘To Lady Charlotte
Locker In recollection of the dearly beloved Duchess of Kent from
Victoria R.’ Lady Charlotte Bruce, who had married the poet Frederick
Locker in 1850, was a close friend of
Queen Victoria. Charlotte died in 1872;
two years later Frederick married the
children’s writer, Hannah Jane
Lampson. The present volume is further
inscribed ‘Jane Locker from F. Locker’
on the front flyleaf, perhaps when the
book was rebound.
Anthologized here is verse from across
four centuries, by Nikolaus Herman,
Martin Behemb, Philipp Friedrich Hiller,
Ludwig Allendorf, Nikolaus von
Zinzendorf, Johann Kasper Lavater,
Johann Heinrich Voß, Friedrich Adolf
Krummacher, Ernst Moritz Arndt, and
Carl August Wagner. The translator
was Edgar A. Bowring (1826–1911), son
of that great polyglot translator, Sir John

Bowring, who also translated Goethe, Schiller, and Heine. He produced
another similarly-titled volume for the Queen following Prince Albert’s
death later in the year.
The Rowfant Library (Bernard Quaritch, 1886), p. 159; not in Morgan.
WorldCat lists only 3 copies in the US (Colgate Divinity School,
Rochester, Penn State).

SOUTHEY’S COPY

17. [GESSNER, Salomon]. The Death of Abel. A sacred
Poem. Written originally in the German Language. Attempted in
the Style of Milton. By the Rev. Thomas Newcomb,
M. A. … London: Printed by Dryden Leach, for L. Davis, and C.
Reymers … Printers to the Royal Society. 1763.
Small 8vo (154 × 98 mm), pp. [4], 201, [3]; complete with the final
advertisement leaf; some offsetting from the turn-ins, else a good copy
in contemporary calf, rubbed, front joint cracking but cords sound, spine
chipped at head; ownership inscription to foot of title-page of Poet
Laureate Robert Southey, Keswick, 29 Nov. 1822 (not located in the
1844 sale catalogue of Southey’s library).
$1600

Scarce first edition of this verse translation of Der Tod Abels by the poet
and clergyman Thomas Newcomb (1682–1765), dedicated to Edward
Young, who had been Newcomb’s friend for over sixty years.
The first English translation of Gessner’s epic was the much more
famous prose version by Mary Collyer, published in 1761. Newcomb’s
rendition in no way competed with the earlier version in terms of
popularity (even if it is in verse; there was only a Dublin reprint), and the
author earned brief derogation in Southey’s commonplace book: ‘This
author was, by the mother’s side, great-grandson to Spenser: genius is
not hereditary. He published very many poems, from one of which, on
the Last Judgment, a few lines may suffice to show how easy it is to
imitate Milton!’
Morgan 2265 (‘very good’).

WITH GESSNER’S ORIGINAL PLATES TIPPED IN

18. GESSNER, Salomon. New Idylles … Translated by W.
Hooper MD. With A Letter to M: Fuslin, on Landscape Painting,
and the Two Friends of Bourbon, a Moral Tale, by M. Diderot.
London, Printed for S. Hooper … & G. Robinson … 1776.
Large 8vo (255 × 182 mm) in half-sheets, pp. [4], 129, [1], plus etched
and engraved title-page, head- and tailpieces, and 9 plates by Sparrow
or Chambars after Gessner, opposite which the nine original plates by
Gessner (dated 1771) have been tipped in; printed on thick paper; some
light spotting only; near-contemporary mottled calf, marbled endpapers,
a trifle rubbed, corners worn, rebacked, hinges reinforced with cloth
tape; early ink ownership inscription of G. Cumberland to the front
flyleaf.
$700

First edition in English of the Moralische Erzæhlungen und Idyllen
(Zurich, 1772). ‘The former works of M. Gessner have been received
with that applause by Europe in general, as renders all apology for this
publication superfluous, and all commendation by any individual
unnecessary. The translator, however, cannot refrain from declaring the
singular satisfaction he enjoys in presenting the English reader with a
work, he thinks, equal in the beauty of composition (allowance made for

the difference of language) to the Idyls of Theocritus, or Virgil, and far
superior in benevolent and pathetic sentiments.
‘The historical plates and vignets with which this work is embellished,
were all designed and drawn by M. Gessner himself.
‘The story of the Two Friends of Bourbon was communicated by M.
Diderot to our author, who thought proper to publish it with these Idyls,
as a monument of friendship that the cultivation of letters alone has
produced between two men, whom distant countries have ever held
separate’ (Advertisement).
Adams DD46 (‘Première traduction anglaise d’un conte de Diderot’);
Morgan 2319; for the first edition, see Borst 234 and Goedeke IV/I,
82, 9.

THE INSPIRATION FOR WERTHER
THE SECOND COPY EXTANT

19. [GOETHE.] ESCHENBURG, Johann Joachim. Dem
Geburtsfeste Sr. Hochwürden des Herrn Vicepräsidenten
Jerusalem gewidmet. Den 22sten November, 1772.
Braunschweig, gedruckt in der Fürstl. Waisenhaud-Buchdruckerey
[1772].
Small 4to (200 × 143 mm), pp. [4]; printed
on so-called ‘römische’ Bütten (a laid paper
with distinctively thick wire lines; the same
paper was used for Wie die Alten den Tod
gebildet, 1769, by Lessing, a friend of
Jerusalem’s); a fine copy in contemporary
Metallpapier wrappers (presumably for
presentation), creased where previously
folded.
$3000
Privately printed, and extremely rare: this is
a copy of the birthday poem written by the
29-year-old Eschenburg for the
Enlightenment theologian Johann Friedrich
Wilhelm Jerusalem (1709–1789), court
preacher and adviser to the Duke of
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, and the father of
Karl Wilhelm Jerusalem, the young lawyer
(a friend of Eschenburg’s) whose suicide,

only a month before the present poem was written, became the model
for Goethe’s Sorrows of Young Werther (1774). Due to its being suicide,
the true circumstances of the death were glossed over at the time at the
behest of the Duke, but it was obviously still fresh in everyone’s minds,
and Eschenburg devotes an entire eight-line stanza here to the tragedy
which, in his words, has ‘pressed’ the house of Jerusalem into ‘torturous
sufferings’ (martervolle Leiden, the same noun used by Goethe in the
title of his novel, Die Leiden des jungen Werthers).
Two episodes in Goethe’s own life served as source material for the plot
of his seminal novel: an unrealizable affection for a bride-to-be of his
acquaintance in 1772, two years after which he fell for the recently
married Maximiliane Brentano (daughter of the writer Sophie von La
Roche). ‘In addition to the two congruent amorous events from his own
life, a third complex, psychologically and aesthetically crucial, exerted a
ghostly influence on [his writing]. On November 2, 1772, Goethe
received a letter which related in detail the circumstances surrounding
the suicide four days previously of the young assessor Karl Wilhelm
Jerusalem, a somewhat directionless man of literary aspirations, who
was hopelessly in love with a married woman … In his autobiographical
recollections, Goethe employs two contradictory metaphors to capture
the effect of Jerusalem’s suicide on the compositional process. The
similarity between Jerusalem’s situation and his own impelled him to
“breathe into the work … that glowing fire that allows for no distinction
between the poetic and the real.” Jerusalem’s tragic death suddenly
crystallized the entire arrangement of the novel in his mind, much as
“water in a vessel that stands just at the freezing point is transformed, at
the slightest perturbation, into solid ice”’ (A New History of German
Literature, Belknap Harvard, p. 388).
Not in Meyen, Eschenburg-Bibliographie, or Goedeke. KVK locates only
one copy extant, at the Niedersächsische Landesarchiv in Wolfenbüttel.
The copy listed in WorldCat, at the Staatsbibliothek in Berlin, was
destroyed in the War.

THE FIRST, AND MOST POPULAR, ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF WERTHER
HENRIETTA MASTERMAN’S COPY

20. [GOETHE, Johann Wolfgang von]. The Sorrows of Werter:
a German Story … The second Edition … London: Printed for J.
Dodsley … 1780.
Two vols in one, small 8vo (150 × 97 mm), pp. viii, 168, [4], 172;
complete with the half-titles; light marginal browning, but a crisp copy, in
contemporary half calf, marbled boards (some light surface wear),

rubbed with some wear to extremities, spine creased, upper joint
cracked but sound, a little offsetting from the turn-ins, front free
endpaper sometime removed, spine gilt in compartments with red
morocco lettering-piece; early ink ownership inscription ‘Henr.
Masterman’ (see below) to the title-pages, engraved armorial bookplate
of Barbara Hylton Madge (1882–1967) to front pastedown.
$1300
Second edition (a reprint of the first, 1779—‘apparently not obtainable, at
any rate not in the Brit. Mus.’, Oswald, p. 53—with the errata emended)
of the first English translation of Goethe’s Die Leiden des jungen
Werthers (1774), via a French translation from 1777. The translator is
now commonly thought to have been Daniel Malthus (1730–1800),
father of the economist.
‘Malthus’s translation did much to make Werther and Goethe known in
England. It passed through several editions and was reprinted oftener
than any of the other English versions of Werther … It was [also]
through this translation that Werther first became known to any degree
in America, where at least three reprints were published between 1784
and 1798’ (Orie W. Long, ‘English translations of Goethe’s Werther’, The
Journal of English and Germanic Philology, vol. 14, no. 2 (1915), p.
177).
‘What Goethe did in Werther was revolutionary;
the novel was to become a watershed in the
development of German literature. A story of
youthful emotion and passion, it reflects Goethe’s
own disastrous love affair with a friend’s fiancée,
and it ends in tragedy: tormented by unrequited
love, Werther shoots himself. Werther was the
1770s equivalent of A Clockwork Orange in the
1960s—a book that put violence in a new,
shocking context, forcing people to face an
aspect of human behaviour they would rather
avoid. Goethe described the world through eyes
of one tortured young man and his tangled
emotions of love and hope, disappointment and
death. It was a best-seller across all of Europe.
Everywhere young men dressed like Werther—in
blue coats and yellow waistcoats—and not
infrequently, like Werther, shot themselves. But
the book did something else: Werther established
German for the first time as a European literary
language. Goethe joined his hero, Shakespeare,
as an author the world wanted to read’ (Neil

MacGregor, Germany: Memories of a Nation, pp. 138–140).
Provenance: the Gothic novelist Henrietta Masterman (1766–1813), who
wrote three books for the Minerva Press, 1808–13. She married the
noted book collector Sir Mark [Masterman-]Sykes in 1795.
Carré, p. 9; Goedeke IV/III, 197, 6.ß; Morgan 2516; Oswald, Goethe in
England and America: bibliography (1909), p. 53; Speck 825; this edition
not in Garside et al. (see 1779: 10 for the first).

21. [GOETHE.] Charlotte. The Shade of my Mother hovers
round me, when in a still evening I sit in the midst of her Children,
I wish she would look down upon us, and see I fulfil the promise I
made her to be a Mother to them. Sorrows of Werter. To the
Honble Mrs Grenville. This Print after an Original Drawing by H.
Bunbury Esqr is with the greatest respect Dedicated by Her most
obedient servant W. Dickinson. London, Published August 21st
1783 by W. Dickinson Engraver & Printseller No. 158 New Bond
Street. [With:]

Sorrows of Werter. To day I was sitting by Charlotte; she was
playing on her harpsichord with an expression it is impossible for
me to discribe [sic] to you … London Pubd April, 21, 1785 by Ias
Birchall No. 473 Strand. [And:]
Sorrows of Werter. They had passed an hour in this irksome
situation, when the arrival of Werter’s servant completed
Charlotte’s distress … London Pubd April, 21, 1785 by Ias Birchall
No. 473 Strand.
3 etchings with stipple (the first 400 × 360 mm, on a folio sheet, 565 ×
405 mm; the others 255 × 203 mm, trimmed to platemark) by Bartolozzi,
the first after Bunbury, the others after Ramberg, printed in sanguine;
some spotting to the Rambergs, but in very good condition.
$1600
With the publication of Götz von Berlichingen (1773) and Die Leiden des
jungen Werthers (1774), ‘in one brief year Goethe made the transition
from promising young poet, to standard-bearer of a new literary
movement, to rising international literary star’ (Bareikis 92).
Goethe’s influential novel first appeared in English, via a French
translation, in 1779, and soon grabbed the attention of the British public.
It is fitting that two of the prints here are after work by Johann Heinrich
Ramberg (1763–1840), a young German artist who had come to
England in 1781, where he was immediately ‘introduced to George III,
for whom he made many humorous sketches and caricatures. He is
said to have been a pupil of Sir Joshua Reynolds and Francesco
Bartolozzi, and in November 1781 he entered the Royal Academy
Schools, where he studied with Benjamin West under the special
protection of George III’ (Oxford DNB).
Calabi & De Vesme 1415–7; Carré, Goethe en Angleterre, pp. 21–3; see
also Speck 1348 for the third print.

22. [GOETHE.] Royal Lyceum Theatre. Sole Lessee and
Manager … Mr. Henry Irving. This Evening, Tuesday, March 23rd,
1886 … Faust … W. S. Johnson—“Nassau Steam Press” …
London [1886].
Folio broadside (345 × 277 mm), printed on silk, with a silk fringe;
creased where previously folded, a couple of small patches where the
silk has worn thin.
$550

A wonderful silk playbill. ‘Silk and satin theatre playbills and
programmes were produced from the 18th century onwards, to
commemorate special evenings at the theatre. Most theatres in the 19th
century would have had some made to mark grand openings or
milestone performances. By the end of the First World War however the
practice had generally died out, only being revived very occasionally,
more often at London’s opera houses than any other theatres’ (V&A
website).

Bram Stoker is recorded as the Acting Manager here. He had joined
Irving at the Theatre in 1878, where he ‘remained by his side for twentyseven years. Together they made the Lyceum the cultural heart of
London’ (Oxford DNB).

PRESENTATION COPY, WITH ORIGINAL ILLUMINATION

23. [GOULDSBURY, L. E., translator]. Ballads. From the
German. Translated by L. E. G. Aix-la-Chapelle. J.-A. Mayer.
1855.
4to (270 × 210 mm), pp. [7], 8–60 (each page number in this section
accounting for a double-page spread), [1]; printed in German and
English on facing pages, within a decorative border; original hand
illumination, in colour, to 28 pages (each first page of the English
translations); contemporary green morocco, a little marked, all edges
gilt; inscribed by the translator to ‘Jane Hamilton with affectionate
regards … Pau, Basses Pyrénées, June 1st 1858’ on the front flyleaf.
$750
First edition, privately printed, featuring poems by Goethe (‘Der König
von Thule’), Uhland, Schenkendorf, Geibel, Salis, Platen, and Zedlitz. It
is dedicated to Hermann Velten, an Aachen physician.
Not found in Morgan or Speck.

24. HALLER, Albrecht von. Usong. An Eastern Narrative …
London: Printed for the Translator; and sold by F. Newbery … and
J. Walter … 1772.
2 vols, small 8vo (154 × 95 mm), pp. viii, 256; [2], 256,
253–268, 273–307, [1] (complete despite pagination); a
very good copy in contemporary polished red sheep gilt,
spines decorated gilt in compartments with a crown tool,
raised bands, green morocco lettering-pieces; spine ends
slightly chipped; modern inscription to front endpapers.
$4000
First edition in English, published only a year after the
original had appeared in Germany, apparently at the
instigation of Queen Charlotte. ‘This accurate translation,
one of the best of the time, well reproduces the simple
and direct style of Haller … The Critical found it a “happy
imitation of Télémaque.” But the Monthly called it “the
laboured effort of a cold and slow imagination.” A reader
wrote protesting vigorously against this judgment, saying
he was ravished with Usong in the translation and
warmed again in reading the original’ (Stockley, p. 35).
This is an unusual binding for what is essentially popular
literature. Presumably it was done as a gift, perhaps for
a woman as there is no bookplate.
Garside, Raven & Schöwerling 1772: 33; Morgan 3664 (a
starred item: ‘indicates excellence’); Roscoe A209.
Another translation, by Carl Heydinger, appeared the
following year (Jefcoate 1773.15). For the first edition,
see Borst 221.

WITH MANUSCRIPT ENGLISH VERSE

25. [HERDER, Johann Gottfried]. Volkslieder … Erster Theil [–
Nebst untermischten andern Stücken. Zweiter Theil]. Leipzig, in
der Weygandschen Buchhandlung 1778[–9].
2 vols, 8vo (164 × 95 mm), pp. 335, [1]; 315, [1]; without the preface to
vol. II, often lacking; some spotting and light foxing in places, leaves a
little toned; still a very good copy in a slightly later German Pappband
painted to resemble tree calf, extremities rubbed, contrasting paper

spine labels lettered gilt, a little chipped; with the private inkstamp of
Georg Alfred Heyne (1792–1874; son of Christian Gottlob Heyne, 1729–
1812, librarian at Göttingen University) to the blank title versos; ms. ink
annotations, some dated 1813/14, transcribing English and German
verse (Beaumont & Fletcher, Julius Wilhelm Zincgref, a version of the
Scottish ballad ‘Bonnie James Campbell’, ‘Verabredung’ (noted as a
Moravian folksong), and Scott’s ‘Proud Maisie’), to the endpapers.
$2000
First edition of an anthology of ‘northern’ ballads, collected and, where
necessary, translated into German by Herder.
German interest in folksongs began in the middle of the eighteenth
century, stoked in no small part by the Europe-wide mania for Ossian.
Thomas Percy’s influential Reliques of Ancient English Poetry (1765)
was also much admired, and Herder, who had been sent a copy by
Rudolf Erich Raspe (of Munchausen fame) in August 1771, the
same month Herder wrote the first draft of his essay Über
Ossian und die Lieder alter Völker, responded to calls for a
German Percy. In 1773, he began translating sections of the
Reliques and collecting other North European folksongs for a
volume of ‘Alte Volkslieder, englisch und deutsch zusammen’
which, though sent to the press, on account of numerous errors
by the printer was never published. In 1777, Herder returned to
the project, and the first volume, now titled simply Volkslieder,
appeared the following year.
A glance at the contents pages reveals the extraordinary range
of the originals—Lithuanian, Spanish, Swiss, Danish, Skaldic,
Morlach, Greek, Estonian, Lapp, Latvian, Greenlandic—but as
Percy’s Reliques was the impetus, most come from English or
Scots. Other sources include Ramsay’s Tea-table Miscellany,
D’Urfey’s Wit and Mirth, or Pills to purge Melancholy, Camden’s
Remaines, Ossian, and, perhaps surprisingly, Shakespeare
(Measure for Measure, Cymbeline (two extracts), The Tempest,
As You Like It (two extracts), Othello, Twelfth Night, Hamlet),
who also provides the quotation on the title-page of the first
volume (Laertes’ ‘A violet in the youth of primy nature …’, in
German). Goethe is another: the first appearance in print of
‘Klaggesang von der edlen Frauen des Agan-Aga’ (‘Die
Uebersetzung dieses edlen Gesanges ist nicht von mir’, notes
Herder), plus songs collected in Alsace.
Borst 359; Goedeke IV/I, 728, 62.

GERMAN AS A LITERARY LANGUAGE

26. [HILLE, Carl Gustav von]. Der Teutsche Palmenbaum: Das
ist, Lobschrift von der Hochlöblichen, Fruchtbringenden
Gesellschaft … Allen Liebhabern der Teutschen Sprache zu
dienlicher Nachrichtung, verfasset, durch den Unverdrossenen
[i.e. Carl Gustav von Hille] Diener derselben mit vielen
Kunstzierlichen Kupfern gedrukkt, und verlegt durch Wolffgang
Endtern. Nürnberg 1647.
Oblong small 8vo (82 × 143 mm), pp. [86], 231, [17]; complete with the
half-title; title-page printed in red and black; with 1 page of typographic
music, woodcut initials and vignettes, and 39 full-page etched and
engraved plates, including an additional engraved title (some signed C.
G. V. H., i.e. presumably Hille) within the pagination; neat early ink
annotations in places, giving authorial attributions; some light browning,
near-contemporary marbled boards, worn, paper spine label lettered in
ms. ink.
$3000

First edition of Hille’s major work, an illustrated source book to the
history of the Fruchtbringende Gesellschaft (‘The Fruit-bearing Society’),
German’s first Sprachgesellschaft, without which ‘the new literary
language which had then just begun to develop would have had even
greater difficulty in winning through’ (Faber du Faur, p. 46).
Sprachgesellschaften were societies founded ‘with the aim of purifying
the German language and promoting its use in poetry’ (Oxford
Companion to German Literature). Modelled on Florence’s Accademia
della Crusca, the Fruchtbringende Gesellschaft had been founded in
1617, with the intention of creating ‘not a brotherhood of poets but a
society for the fostering of an elegant language which, serving as a
model and extending over the entire German-speaking world, would

produce results by example and stimulation. This task the society
accomplished brilliantly’ (Faber du Faur).

Also after the Florentine model, the Gesellschaft’s members adopted
designations. Pages 145–173 here list them, all 457, in German,
French, Italian, and Latin. Hille (before 1590–1647) was ‘der
Unverdrossene’—the Indefatigable—as used on the title-page. He had
previously served at the court of Frederick William, Elector of
Brandenburg, who joined the Fruchtbringende Gesellschaft in 1643, as
‘der Untadeliche’ (the Irreproachable), and it is to him that Hille
dedicates his book.
Faber du Faur 167; Goedeke 3, 6; Landwehr 343 (the plate listed
opposite p. 191 bound before gathering A in our copy). Page 122
features the Lord’s Prayer in both Old and modern English, but the book
is not listed in ESTC. WorldCat locates 3 copies outside Europe
(Berkeley, National Gallery of Art, Yale).

INFLUENCED BY ENGLISH BOOKBINDING

27. KLAUSING, Anton Ernst. Vollständiges DeutschEnglisches Wörterbuch, ehemals mit vielem Fleiße zusammen
getragen von Theodor Arnold und jetzt aufs neue verbessert und
vermehrt … Achte Auflage. Leipzig und Züllichau, in der
Frommannischen Buchhandlung, 1792.
8vo (222 × 131 mm), pp. [2], 612; printed in double columns;
contemporary Etruscan-style binding of full speckled calf, lightly rubbed,
central cartouches depicting Hygieia and Asclepius, block-printed
endpapers, mottled edges, smooth spine gilt in compartments, green
morocco lettering-pieces, one chipped.
$4000

A very popular German–English dictionary, in a very unusual German–
English binding, seemingly the work of Sebastian Vierheilig (1762–
1805), a Würzburg binder who, though his work rarely appears on the
market, was the subject of a recent article by Angelika Pabel. Vierheilig
came from a family of university binders in Würzburg where, after his
journeyman years, he began work in his father’s bindery sometime in the
1780s. In 1793, after the death of his father, Jacob Vierheilig, Sebastian
became the official university bookbinder. Though he rarely signed his
work, Vierheilig is known for his use of motifs from classical mythology,
as here, which he used regardless of a book’s content (see Pabel for
similar examples). This so-called ‘Etruscan style’ of binding was an
English invention, inspired by the work of John Flaxman among others,
and whilst popular in Britain towards the end of the eighteenth century, is
very unusual in German bookbindings of the period. However, we know,
from an account in the Neue Fränkische Chronik (cited by Pabel), that
when Vierheilig was sketching in Vienna he drew the attention of ‘a
passing English gentleman’ who suggested that his drawings could be
used in bookbinding. ‘Die Person dieses geheimnisvollen Engländers
wird wohl für immer unbekannt bleiben. Aber der Bezug zu England und
der dort praktizierten etruskischen Kunstrichtung könnte damit gegeben
sein’ (p. 39). Vierheilig is also known to have been the first German
binder to have produced fore-edge paintings, another popular English
practice. Did he visit England, perhaps finding influence for his own
binding work there?
Alston XIII, 38. On Vierheilig, see Angelika Pabel, ‘„In wie weit meiner
Erfindung einiger Verdienst zukomme…: der Würzburger Buchbinder

Sebastian Vierheilig (1762–1805)“’, Einbandforschung 40 (April 2017),
pp. 36–45.

MANOUVRED

28. KRIEGS-ÜEBUNGEN für die Infanterie der züricherischen
Land Militz auf Befehl des hochverordneten Kriegs Raths …
Zürich In Verlag der Militarischen Gesellschaft. 1771.
8vo (179 × 108 mm), pp. 120; engraved titlepage by Holzhalb, interleaved throughout, with
copperplate engravings, some folding, from a
separate publication pasted intermittently onto
the blank pages, and 10 additional pages of
interchangeable ms. entries (see below) bound
at the end; some light browning with the
occasional finger-soiling, contemporary mottled
calf, spine gilt in compartments, rubbed, lower
corners worn.
$1100
First (and only?) edition of a rare book on
military exercises. In this copy, an early owner
has cut out various engravings from the series
published every New Year by the Militärische
Gesellschaft in Zurich from 1769 onwards, and
pasted them onto the inserted blanks. In
addition, s/he has created a clever system in the
additional leaves at the end of the book in which
the name of a soldier can be written down on a
slip of paper and slid into place next to their
rank; if the soldier’s rank is
changed, the slip can be easily
moved.
We have located one other copy (at the Swiss National
Library) that also has undergone the same treatment,
with cut-out engravings from the same source pasted
in. It does not, however, have the movable slips for
soldier’s ranks, as here.
WorldCat lists no copies outside Switzerland. Not in
Library Hub.

FROM GERMANY TO LONDON, TO AMERICA

29. LAMPE, John Frederick. A plain and compendious
Method of teaching Thorough Bass, after the most rational
Manner. With proper Rules for Practice. The Examples and
Lessons curiously engraved on Copper Plates … London: Printed
for J. Wilcox … 1737.
4to (265 × 205 mm), pp. [2], viii, 9–45, [1], 93 (engraved plates of music,
by Thomas Atkins, Benjamin Cole, or J. Legate after Lampe, printed
double-sided), [1]; title-page printed in red and black; some light
browning to the plates; contemporary half calf and floral-patterned paper
boards, rebacked and recornered, fore-edge worn, offsetting from the
turn-ins; with the ink ownership inscription of Charles Frederick Fisher
(‘York Pa’) to the title, front free endpaper, p. [iv] (a blank), the blank
verso of p. 45, and along the margin of plate 9, and his letterpress
bookplate to blank page facing the title (perhaps the coppersmith of that
name, 1783–1842).
$1000
First (and only) edition, dedicated to Colonel John Blathwayt (1690–
1754), director of the Academy of Music (and who had studied the
harpsichord under Scarlatti as a child). ‘I am sensible from many Years
Practice, that there is nothing more wanted in the Musical Way than
plain and intelligible Rules for Thorough Bass … I don’t publish this
Piece for the Instruction of those who are already Masters of the

Subject … but for the Use and Benefit of Scholars, for which Reason I
have made it so intelligible, that I think no one will mistake my Meaning’
(Preface).
The composer Johann Friedrich Lampe (1702/3–1751), ‘sometime
Student at Helmstad in Saxony’ as the title-page here styles him, arrived
in London about 1725, ‘when he became a bassoon player in the opera
band. According to Burney, Handel had the first British contrabassoon
made for Lampe to play for George II’s 1727 coronation’ (Oxford DNB),
although ‘he did not attract much public attention until 1732–3, when he
was the prime mover in a project to promote English opera at the Little
Theatre in the Haymarket’ (New Grove), turning out three full-length
operas within a year. His popularity as a composer in England was
assured; The Dragon of Wantley (1737), to a libretto by Henry Carey,
held the stage until 1782.
The early American bookplate here, set in elegant italics, is attractive in
its simplicity. ‘These old type-set labels with their quaint borders of
ornamental type,—scrolls, flourishes, stars, vines, and even grammatical
signs,—are usually found to be printed on good white handmade paper,
which was seldom trimmed with care … these served the less
pretentious of our ancestors in lieu of the coats-of-arms and family
mottoes of higher lineage, and are found in quantities throughout the
New England and Middle States’ (Charles Dexter Allen, American BookPlates, pp. 18–19).
RISM Ecrits, p. 476.

CHARTING ENGLISH LITERATURE IN WESTMINSTER ABBEY

30. [LANGER, Karl Heinrich]. Historisch-kritische
Nachrichten von dem Leben und Schriften einiger merkwürdiger
englischer Dichter, deren Denkmäler sich in der berühmten
Abteykirche zu Westminster befinden. Lübeck, 1764. bey Jonas
Schmidt und Donatius.
8vo (166 × 102 mm), pp. [16], 504; engraved title vignette by Sysang;
slightly later mottled half sheep and marbled boards, rubbed, some
insect damage resulting in a crack along the upper joint.
$1300
First edition under this title, originally published the year before as
Denkwürdigkeiten der Stiftskirche zu St. Peter in Westminster. Nebst
einigen hieher gehörigen Nachrichten von dem Leben merkwürdiger
englischer Dichter (see my Short List 2 (October 2010), item 11).

Langer, like Voltaire before him, is amazed at
how the British commemorate all their great
men, rather than just their kings. In this guide
to Westminster Abbey, he works his way round
the building, describing the various memorials
and providing biographies of, inter alia, Dryden
(24 pages), Cowley, Chaucer (13 pages),
Drayton, Jonson, Spenser (12 pages), Butler,
Milton (60 pages), Shadwell, Prior (18 pages),
the exiled Charles de St Évremond (68 pages),
Shakespeare (26 pages), Rowe, Gay,
Camden, Davenant (22 pages), Congreve (16
pages), and Newton.
Writing from St Petersburg, Langer dedicates
the book to William Gomm junior, an English
entrepreneur (b.1728) based in Russia who
has evidently inspired the publication. See
Anthony Cross, By the Banks of the Neva:
chapters from the lives and careers of the
British in eighteenth-century Russia (CUP,
1997), passim.
This edition not in Trowles, A Bibliography of Westminster Abbey.

WITH AN ORIGINAL PORTRAIT OF THE AUTHOR

31. LAVATER, Johann Caspar. Secret Journal of a SelfObserver; or, Confessions and familiar Letters of the Rev. J. C.
Lavater … Translated from the German Original, by the Rev.
Peter Will, Minister of the Reformed German Chapel in the
Savoy … London: Printed for T. Cadell, Jun. and W. Davies
(Successors to Mr. Cadell) … [1795].
2 vols, 8vo (180 × 117 mm), pp. viii, 280; xxxv, [1], 372; in vol. II, two
holes in the upper margin of c2 (affecting the page number only); a little
light spotting to the titles; early nineteenth-century maroon calf, marbled
edges and endpapers, rubbed, spines lightly sunned, short crack to
upper joint of vol. II at head; early ownership inscriptions, in ink and
pencil, of Henrietta Siffken, and with pencil notes (some cropped)
throughout; with an original pen-and-ink drawing of Lavater bound in as
a frontispiece, ‘given by his Son to Mrs C. Beazley’.
$1100

First edition in English of Geheimes Tagebuch von einem Beobachter
von sich selbst (1771). It was ‘originally intended to be circulated in
manuscript only. The translator was induced to publish it “by the
consideration of its great utility in propagating piety and religious
practice.” Strictly speaking, it is not a piece of “literature” at all; but it is
interesting to note that such a work was translated and found favour.
Works of moral and didactic tendency were very popular among a
certain section of the public about the end of the eighteenth century, and
many of them were taken from German originals’ (Stockley, p. 32).

This is an early translation by Peter Will (1764–1839). The next year
appeared the work for which he is best remembered: Horrid Mysteries, a
translation of Carl Grosse’s Der Genius, the most famous (and the most
‘fleshly’, as Sadleir puts it) of the ‘horrid’ novels included in Catherine
Morland’s reading list in Northanger Abbey.
Goedeke IV/I, 259, 18; Morgan 5601 (a starred item), erroneously citing
a 1770 edition. For the first edition, see Borst 226.

‘A REMARKABLE COLLECTION OF ENGLISH BOOKS’
32. [LIBRARIES.] Bibliotheca Büloviana Academiæ, Georgiæ
Augustæ donata Göttingæ … [Augsburg, Georg Balthasar Probst,
1760/70s.]
Large etching (295 × 425 mm), with contemporary hand colouring; cut
close, resulting in loss of imprint along lower edge, a few small stains
and tears to the edges, but still very good.
$600
The library at the University of Göttingen, in a fine etching by Probst, one
of the leading producers of perspective views in Europe. The image was
copied from one of the plates by Georg Daniel Heumann in the Wahre
Abbildung der königl. Große Britan. und Churfürstl. Braunschw. Lüneb.
Stadt Göttingen (1747), and was intended to be viewed in a Guckkasten,
a ‘portative Camera Obscura’ (Ebers, New and complete Dictionary,
1796).

‘The University of Göttingen was founded by George II, King of Great
Britain and Elector of Hanover, in 1734 and opened in 1737. Its library,

built up on a then revolutionary plan, has long been recognised as the
archetype of the modern research library. It was intended to make
available to professors and students the most significant works in each
of the contemporary disciplines and, in addition, to assemble “research
material” deemed of interest to scholars. The Bibliotheca Georgiae
Augustae grew rapidly and, by the turn of the nineteenth century, was
one of the leading European libraries …
‘Hanover’s dynastic connection with Great Britain after 1714 not only
caused an extraordinary interest in everything English, it also enabled
Göttingen’s librarians to accumulate, within the relatively short period
from 1740 to 1800, a remarkable collection of English books, ranging
from incunables to contemporary literary, scholarly and scientific works.
Many of them are rare and a surprising number even unique. These
books were acquired from many sources, but most of the purchases,
antiquarian and modern, were made in England … [creating] not only
one of the largest repositories of early English books outside the
English-speaking world, [but] an attempt, made in the eighteenth century
when the spread of English culture was beginning, to assemble as
systematically as possible all works deemed important as products of
this culture’ (Catalogue of English Books printed before 1801 held by the
University Library at Göttingen, 1987, pp. [xi]–xii).
Sixt v. Kapff, Guckkastenbilder aus dem Augsburger Verlag von Georg
Balthasar Probst 1732–1801: Gesamtkatalog (2010), K 51.

THE GERMAN TASTE FOR HOGARTH

33. LICHTENBERG, Georg Christoph. Ausführliche Erklärung
der Hogarthischen Kupferstiche, mit verkleinerten aber
vollständigen Copien derselben von E. Riepenhausen …
Göttingen im Verlag von Joh. Christ. [vol. VII onwards: Heinrich]
Dieterich 1794[–1816]. [With:]
J. P. LYSER’S ausführliche Erklärung der Hogarthischen
Kupferstiche, mit verkleinerten aber vollständigen Copien
derselben von E. Riepenhausen … Göttingen in der
Dieterich’schen Buchhandlung 1833. [And:]
DR. LE PETIT’S ausführliche Erklärung der Hogarthischen
Kupferstiche, mit verkleinerten aber vollständigen Copien
derselben von E. Riepenhausen, herausgegeben von Karl

Gutzkow … Göttingen, in der Dieterich’schen Buchhandlung
1835.
14 text volumes (12mo, various sizes) and 14 corresponding plate
volumes (folio, 360 × 290 mm) most with 6 engraved plates (a total of 88
plates on 86 leaves); some spotting or browning, but generally clean;
text volumes uncut in the original marbled paper wrappers, the plate
volumes in original marbled wrappers (the paper for the first volume is
block-printed), with original printed labels to upper covers; the plate
volumes preserved in a later folding portfolio (restored) with ties; the text
volumes rubbed, occasionally worn, with some loss to the spines, but all
sound, the plate volumes a little creased in places; the title-page of the
first volume signed by Riepenhausen[?].
$7250
First edition: a rare complete run of all the text and plate volumes, each
in its original binding, of Lichtenberg’s important German publication of
the works of Hogarth, including the final two parts issued posthumously
by Lyser and Le Petit. The plates were engraved by Ernst Ludwig
Riepenhausen (often in reverse, but otherwise faithfully) and include all
Hogarth’s most celebrated works.

‘Georg Christoph Lichtenberg (1743–99), the German scientist and
author, writing towards the end of the eighteenth century, was …
distanced from Hogarth in culture as well as time. His very successful
commentaries on Hogarth’s engraved series appeared between 1784
and 1796 in the Göttinger Taschenkalender, and were revised and
enlarged for separate publication between 1794 and 1799. Lichtenberg
was a classic figure of the German Enlightenment, interested in the
natural sciences and in human behaviour. England for him was the
home of Shakespeare, Hogarth and Garrick, the great observers of
human behaviour. Such knowledge was ultimately a means to social
improvement, and his own project had as one of its underlying ambitions
the provision of enlightened and humane attitudes for the modern
German bourgeoisie, as a corrective to the indulgent court life of the
German princes … Lichtenberg is … the most sensitive and openminded observer of Hogarth’s own powers of observation, for he was
able to bring to his consideration of Hogarth an outsider’s appreciation of
the London street-scene as an expression of a society that was
politically more open and less hierarchical than the Germany of his own
day. For Lichtenberg the tension in Hogarth between observation and
moralising intent, and the unprescriptive nature of his visual language
that might allow a variety of interpretations, were precisely his strengths;
his works provided a vision of a more spontaneous and interesting
society as well as showing the consequences of vice’ (David Bindman,
Hogarth and his Times: Serious Comedy, British Museum, 1997, p. 25).
Lichtenberg’s ‘explanations of Hogarth’s pictures are his most successful
achievements as an exponent of English life and letters … [and he] was
always well received in England. The king associated with him as with a
friend and Garrick complimented him for speaking English like an
Englishman. Many English youths were sent to Göttingen for their
education and several of them were especially commended to the good
graces of Lichtenberg. One of the last visitors was Coleridge in 1799,
but Lichtenberg died before his arrival’ (Price, The Reception of English
Literature in Germany, p. 33).
Borst 717; Goedeke IV/I, 639, 7.

GOETHE’S OSSIAN, IN AN UNRECORDED VARIANT

34. [MACPHERSON, James]. Works of Ossian. Vol. I[–IV].
[Vol. I:] N. p., n. d. [Darmstadt, privately printed, 1773]; [vols II–IV:]
Francfort and Leipzig printed for I. G. Fleischer 1777.
4 vols, 8vo (167 × 102 mm), pp. xxxii, [6], 143, [1]; 192; 271, [1]; 204,
plus final blanks; with etched title-pages designed by Goethe; tear to the

final leaf in vol. III sometime repaired, natural
printing flaw to N6 in vol. IV; late nineteenthcentury marbled boards.
$6750
This is the very rare edition of Ossian
produced by Goethe (still only 23) and his
friend, Johann Heinrich Merck (the same year
they self-published Götz von Berlichingen).
The following year Goethe published Die
Leiden des jungen Werthers, perhaps the
greatest Ossian reader of all, and the success
of Macpherson’s work in Germany was
assured. As Henry Crabb Robinson remarked
to Goethe in 1829: ‘The taste for Ossian is to
be ascribed to you in a great measure. It was
Werther that set the fashion’ (Diary,
Reminiscences, and Correspondence, ed.
Sadler, II, 432).
Impetus for producing the book was simply
that copies of the original English text were so
hard to come by in Germany. Michael Denis
had had to use Cesarotti’s Italian version as the basis for his German
translation (the first complete translation into any language, 1768–9),
and Herder had been relying on second-hand sources for years before
in 1771 he borrowed a copy which Goethe had found in his father’s
library. It was that copy (the 1765 London edition) which Goethe
subsequently used for his edition with Merck, designing the etched titlepage himself (his first piece of book design).
The book’s rarity meant it was all but unknown to scholarship for a long
time (‘Dieses Werk wird hiermit zum ersten Mal öffentlich angeboten.
Bis vor kurzem den Goethe-Forschern unbekannt … dürfte [es] zu den
grössten Seltenheiten der Goethe-Literatur zählen’, Deneke sale, 1909,
lot 373).
The first edition is usually catalogued with volumes I and II as
Darmstadt, privately printed, 1773–4 (with neither volume bearing an
imprint, or a publication date), and volumes III and IV ‘Francfort and
Leipzig printed for I. G. Fleischer 1777’. In this copy, vol. II has what
appears to be an unrecorded title-page, dated 1777.
Borst 260; Goedeke IV/III, 120, 79; Speck 1293; Tombo, Ossian in
Germany 1777.

‘ONE OF THE MOST ENTERTAINING ACCOUNTS OF ENGLAND
BY A FOREIGNER THAT HAS BEEN PUBLISHED’
35. MORITZ, Karl Philipp. Reisen eines Deutschen in
England. im Jahr 1782. In Briefen an Herrn Oberkonsistorialrath
Gedike … Zweite verbesserte Auflage. Berlin, 1785. bey
Friedrich Maurer.
Small 8vo (153 × 92 mm), pp. [4], 260; with an etched and engraved
frontispiece by Berger after Chodowiecki and a title vignette by Mait;
some light offsetting only; early nineteenth-century marbled boards,
paper spine label (chipped) lettered gilt; from the library of the salonière
Dorothea von Medem, Duchess of Courland (1761–1821), with her ms.
ink initials to the verso of the frontispiece and her armorial bookplate to
the front pastedown; later in the Tümpling’sche Fideicommissbibliothek.
$1800
Second edition, corrected, first published in 1783: ‘the only one of all the
sixty odd travel journals on our list of outstanding literary merit’ (RobsonScott, German Travellers in England 1400–1800, p. 170; see pp. 170–6
for a full account). An English translation, Travels, chiefly on Foot,
through several Parts of England, appeared in 1795.

‘This naive yet sensible travel book is one of the most entertaining
accounts of England by a foreigner that has been published. Long
remembered will be his account of a drinking bout at Oxford, his
unpleasant experiences as a foot traveller, his perilous ride in the basket
at the back of a coach, etc. His electing to be modern and see the
country on foot exposed him to much suspicion and disagreeable
encounters at inns and on the road. His visit ran from the end of May to
the middle of July. He belonged to the group of German enthusiasts
who advocated absolute freedom of personal expression. His novel
Anton Reiser, which is a veiled autobiography, is an expression of the
Sturm und Drang movement in Germany’ (Cox).
Cox III, 98; Hayn/Gotendorf II, 150 (‘Sittengeschichtlich interessant’).
For the first edition, see Borst 466, Goedeke V, 490, 8, 5, etc.

UNPUBLISHED: A COMPOSER TRANSLATES INTO ENGLISH

36. PEARSALL, Robert Lucas, translator. HAUFF, Wilhelm.
Othello a Romance founded on a remarkable tradition connected
with the history of one of the princely houses of Germany.
[Germany, 1841.]
Manuscript on paper, 4to (289 × 209 mm), ff. [3], 89, [5]; in neat ms. ink;
various crossings out and amendments to the text (see below); with a
long 1½-page letter containing additional changes, sent to the Rev.
Henry Thomas Ellacombe (1790–1885) at Bitton, Gloucestershire, on a
folded folio sheet (dated Karlsruhe, 10 March 1841), loosely inserted;
uncut in contemporary marbled boards, ms. labels to front cover and
spine (‘Pearsalls Othello M.S.’); booklabel of Marianne Welland
(Ellacombe’s daughter, and a correspondent of Pearsall’s).
$2000
The unpublished manuscript of English composer R. L. Pearsall’s
translation of Hauff’s Othello (1825), a ghost story of murder and
forbidden love.
In the accompanying letter to his close friend, the antiquary H. T.
Ellacombe, Pearsall writes: ‘Before this comes to your hands you will in
all probability have received the MS to which the above written notes
relate. Perhaps Jane or Marianne [Ellacombe’s daughters] will have the
kindness to copy them onto the opposite pages which are designated. I
think I told you that it is a free translation of one of Hauff’s tales. But still
in a case where one wants to get money for a church, I do not know
whether it might not be polite to suppress this fact in offering the work to
a Magazine or Bookseller; because I believe they give more for original
productions than for translations. Exercise your discretion on this point.

If the fact of its being a translation is avowed then the following short
passage may be prefixed to it … If it is not avowed to be a translation
the following preface may do … Try whether, through some of your
acquaintances, you cannot find your way up to a generous editor. I think
the story would do for Blackwood or for Bentleys Monthly Mag.e — Place
it where you can; but get me a few copies if it should be printed …’ In
the event, it seemingly never was.
Pearsall (1795–1856), best known as a composer today for his
arrangement of the German Christmas carol In dulci jubilo, the Cat’s
Duet (sometimes attributed to Rossini), and the sumptuous eight-part
Lay a Garland, had left England for Germany in 1825, where he
‘pursued his passions for music, history, heraldry, and genealogy’
(Oxford DNB). Edgar Hunt’s detailed study of Pearsall’s life and work,
based on his father’s researches, Robert Lucas Pearsall: the ‘Compleat
Gentleman’ and his Music (Chesham Bois, 1977), paints a picture of a
man who embodied Anglo-German cultural exchange, both literary and
musical, and yet Hunt was evidently unaware of the present manuscript.

HAPPY NEW YEAR

37. [PRINTING.] Colour-printed illustrated New Year’s
greeting card, with printed silk inlay. Germany, late eighteenth
century.
Etching (209 × 118 mm) printed in blue, in which a window been cut out
to reveal a piece of magenta silk beneath, on which is printed, in black,
an eight-line poem; some light marginal dust- and finger-soiling, a couple
of small pin pricks, early ink ownership inscription to bottom right-hand
corner (‘Krebß’).
$150

38. PROMOTIONAL POSTER for Pierre
Frondaie’s novel Die Frau von zweimal
zwanzig. [Germany, c.1929.]
Poster (455 × 299 mm); horizontal crease where
previously folded, minimal fading; old stamp of
the Werbe-Archiv, Graz (founded 1923) to upper
right-hand corner.
$120
Promotional poster for the novel Die Frau von
zweimal zwanzig (Berlin, Ullstein, 1929), the first
edition in German of Deux fois vingt ans (Plon,
1928) by Pierre Frondaie (1884–1948). The
novel follows a heroine, Emma, aged 40 (hence
the title, ‘twice twenty years’), who grapples with
widowhood, fidelity, and sensuality. It was made
into a film in 1931, directed by Charles-Félix
Tavano.

THE FIRST BIBLIOGRAPHY OF 18TH-CENTURY ENGLISH LITERATURE
J. G. MEUSEL’S COPY

39. REUSS, Jeremias David. Alphabetical Register of all the
Authors actually living in Great-Britain, Ireland and in the
United Provinces of North-America, with a Catalogue of their
Publications. From the Year 1770 to the Year 1790 [– Vol. II. M–
Z. With a Preface by Mr. Georg Forster] … Berlin and Stettin,
printed for Frederic Nicolai 1791. [With:]
—————. Alphabetical Register of all the Authors …
Supplement and Continuation from the Year 1790 to the Year
1803 … Part I [only, of two]. A–K. Berlin and Stettin, printed for
Frederic Nicolai. 1804.
3 vols (of four), 8vo (214 × 128 mm), pp. xiv, [2], 248; [4], xi, [1], 249–
459, [1]; [2], x, 589, [1], plus final blank; with an additional German titlepage (Das gelehrte England oder Lexikon der jetztlebenden
Schriftsteller …); uncut in the original paste-paper boards, rubbed,
spines of the first two volumes largely perished, short tear along upper
joint of vol. II, spine of the third volume sunned; ink ownership inscription
of J. G. Meusel (see below), with his scattered annotations throughout;
modern private ownership stamp to front free endpapers.
$5250

First edition of the first bibliography of eighteenth-century English
literature. The book was the brainchild of the great Enlightenment
publisher (and anglophile), Friedrich Nicolai. In 1789, he wrote a letter
to Jeremias David Reuß (1750–1837), under-librarian at the University
of Göttingen, one of the best libraries in Germany, and rich in English
books. Along with the letter, Nicolai sent Reuß a copy of Marshall’s
recently-published—and rather boastful—Catalogue of Five Hundred
Celebrated Authors (London, 1788; ‘so new in its design, that, if, like
certain authors, we were to indulge in the whispers of vanity, we might
consider ourselves as the inventors of a new science …’). Earlier works
of bio-bibliography had not focused on contemporary authors, and had
not focused on literature, two elements which interested Nicolai, who
had been publishing German translations of English literature since the
1760s. Marshall’s book, however, was not without its deficiencies, and it
was certainly not much of a bibliography. Nicolai’s plan was for Reuß to
work through the standard English journals of the day and compile a
new, comprehensive list of contemporary English literature which could
be of use to both German and English readers (hence title-pages in both
languages). In terms of form, the model was to be Hamberger and
Meusel’s well-known bibliography Das gelehrte Teutschland (1767 and
later editions), itself based upon La France littéraire (1752), as nothing
comparable had appeared in English before.
This copy belonged to Johann Georg Meusel, the bibliographer upon
whose work Reuß based the book, and is peppered with his marginalia,

noting where books have been reviewed, or details of a German
translation, if one exists, and the occasional correction.
Reuß was nothing if not thorough. In his search for details of books, he
spent months scouring 81 volumes of the Monthly Review, 38 volumes
of the Critical, plus past numbers of the Philosophical Transactions,
Archaeologia, the Transactions of the American Society at Philadelphia,
the Memoirs of the American Society at Boston, various medical
journals, Asiatick Researches, and shelf after shelf of German
periodicals. For a full account of the book’s history, see Bernhard
Fabian, ‘Die erste Bibliographie der englischen Literatur des achtzehten
Jahrhunderts: Jeremias David Reuß’ Gelehrtes England’, Selecta
Anglicana, pp. 239–265.
In a letter from Reuß, a print-run of 800 copies was suggested. The
book certainly seems scarce: ESTC locates 8 copies outside Europe
(Columbia, Library Company of Philadelphia, Michigan State, Library of
Congress, Chicago, Minnesota, Penn, Virginia).

THE NEUSTRELITZ COPY, ON THICK PAPER

40. ROBERTSON, David. Reise durch die Insel Man. Aus dem
Englischen … [Colophon: Gedrukt bei Samuel Flick in Basel.]
Leipzig bei Aug. Lebr. Reinicke 1795.
8vo (176 × 110 mm), pp. xvi, 191, [1]; with 3 folding aquatint plates by
Jacob Samuel Walwert (1750–c.1815) in Nuremberg, all hand-coloured,

at the end; a fine copy, printed on thick paper (Bütten), in contemporary
full calf, lightly rubbed, all edges gilt, pink endpapers (some offsetting
from the turn-ins), smooth spine decorated gilt à la grotesque, gilt
morocco lettering-piece; from the Großherzogliche Bibliothek Neustrelitz,
with its inkstamp to the final page of the dedication.
$1000
Rare first edition in German of A Tour through the Isle of Man (London,
for the author, 1794), Robertson’s only work, translated by Johann
Jakob Karl Timäus (1763–1809). ‘Our accounts of this island have
hitherto been so exceedingly imperfect, that, to pronounce the work now
before us the best description which has hitherto appeared is to give the
author but a small share of the praise which seems to us to be his
due … His descriptions of the country are lively; his remarks on the
manners of the people are judicious … and his observations on the civil
history and state of the island breathe a glowing spirit of freedom. The
style is correct, and enlivened by many strokes of sentiment and fancy:
the work is also handsomely printed, and adorned with several neat and
pleasing acqua tinta views’ (Monthly Review). No less the present
German version, this copy printed on thick paper and with the plates
attractively coloured by hand. In addition, it has an equally attractive
Anglo-German provenance: the grand-ducal library at Neustrelitz, family
seat of Sophie Charlotte von Mecklenburg-Strelitz (1744–1818), wife of
George III.
Cox III, 40 (citing a French translation only); Price & Price, Humaniora,
p. 151.

41. ROSENBERG, Otto von. Bilder aus London, in der jüngsten
Zeit nach dem Leben entworfen … Mit 10 ebenfalls nach der
Natur vom Verfasser gezeichneten Skizzen. Leipzig, [gedruckt bei
J. B. Hirschfeld] 1834. Verlag von August Robert Friese.
8vo (176 × 105 mm), pp. vi, 198, [4]; with a
lithographed frontispiece and 9 further plates (of which
two hand-coloured); spotting to gathering 11, the
occasional other mark, but a very good copy in the
original drab boards, printed paper label (‘Bilder von
London’, sic) to front cover, a little rubbed and marked,
corners worn, some wear to spine.
$700
First (and only) edition of seemingly the author’s only
book, a fascinating look at contemporary London
through foreign eyes. The wonderful lithograph
illustrations were made from the author’s own
sketches, accompanying a text which details aspects

of the city which might ordinarily be left out of other travel accounts of
the period, with chapters dedicated to chimneysweeps, dustmen, and
catmeat sellers, and passages on street cries, the training of
pickpockets, and the perils of gin.
Hayn/Gotendorf IV, 250 (‘interessante Lithographien … Selten!’);
Rümann 2160.

42. SHAKESPEARE, William. Hamlet
Prinz von Dänemark. [Düsseldorf,
Ernst Ohle, 1912.]
Small folio (275 × 185 mm), pp. [4], 145, [3];
initials printed in red; original publisher’s
vellum by Carl Sonntag in Leipzig, a little
soiled, front cover slightly bowed, upper
cover decorated in gilt and blind, gilt label to
spine, slightly chipped.
$280
Printed as a Musterdruck by the
Reichsdruckerei for the publishers Ernst
Ohle in a specially cast type; the edition was
only 200 copies, the first twenty on japon, the
others on Van Gelder. This copy is
numbered 84. The translation is Schlegel’s.

LISTEN TO THIS

43. SONORAMA. No 1 [– 42]. Octobre 1958 [– Juillet-Août 1962].
Le magazine sonore de l’actualité. [Paris, Sonopresse, 1958–62.]
45 issues, small 4to (186 × 191 mm): Nos. 1–42, plus the supplement to
No. 15 (on Fausto Coppi, the cycling legend) and two issues (1–2) of the
supplementary Theatrorama series; some occasional light browning or
dust-soiling, else a very good set, each issue ring-bound (either plastic
or wire) in the original illustrated covers (cover to issue 29 in duplicate,
leaf 6 to issue 27 in duplicate), small hole in the centre of each issue to
allow it to be placed on the spindle of a record player.
$3500

A complete run of Sonorama, an innovative French monthly news
magazine which offered its readers an extra, aural dimension to the
articles and features through the use of flexi-discs bound into the
magazine itself. Each issue contained six different flexi-discs (from May
1961 onwards, more). By folding the magazine back on itself and
placing it on a record player, readers would have been able to listen to
political speeches, interviews, or music.

The magazine documents the early years of the Fifth Republic, and the
question of Algeria obviously dominates the series. Aside from politics,
one can read about (or listen to) Edith Piaf, Brigitte Bardot, Sacha Distel,
Maurice Chevalier, and the eternal Johnny Halliday; Albert Camus (his
new play Les Possédés, followed by his death only months later), Jean
Cocteau, Marcel Pagnol, André Malraux, and Jean-Paul Belmondo.
Away from the francophone world, there are features on Sophia Loren,
Louis Armstrong, Sidney Bechet, Ella Fitzgerald, and Maria Callas
WorldCat locates 4 copies (BnF, Stanford, National Library of Poland
(partial run), and UC Santa Barbara (partial run)).

AN AMERICAN STAR

44. [THEATRE: BENEFIT.] FOR THE BENEFIT OF MR.
COOPER. Theatre Royal, Drury Lane. This present Friday, June
10, 1803. Their Majesties Servants will perform a Tragedy called
Othello … Othello, Mr. Cooper … Cassio, Mr. C. Kemble … to
which will be added a musical Farce called Of Age To-morrow …
[London:] C. Lowndes, Printer … [1803].

Playbill (303 × 211 mm); a couple of short tears, and
one small stain, at head, a little dust-soiled, four
minor paper repairs to verso.
$200
A playbill advertising a performance of Othello at
Drury Lane featuring Charles Kemble, for the benefit
of Thomas Abthorpe Cooper. Cooper (1776–1849)
was a distinguished English tragedian who performed
in both America and England and, in 1803, ‘made his
first return to England to star at Drury Lane while
Kemble was on the Continent. Although he was only
twenty-seven years old, the London critics compared
him favourably to George Frederick Cooke as
Richard the Third and Kemble as Hamlet, both twenty
years older. But he explained to Godwin that he
would definitely return to America, for “my fame
which is my deity is at its ne plus ultra” … Indeed, by
this time Cooper was the preeminent star of the
American stage’ (Oxford ANB).

FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE PROMPTER

45. [THEATRE: BENEFIT.] For the Benefit of
Mr. Glassington, Prompter. Theatre Royal,
Covent-Garden, this present Monday, July 11,
1814, (in 2 Acts) the serious Opera of Artaxerxes
… after which, the Miller & His Men … to which
will be added the Melo-Drama of Aladdin; or, the
Wonderful Lamp … Printed by E. Macleish …
[1814].
Playbill (312 × 196 mm), printed on laid paper; some
light marginal browning, edge of upper right-hand
margin a little ragged, traces of stub from when
perhaps in a binding, early ink ms. number to upper
right-hand corner (‘26’).
$110
A Covent Garden performance put on for the benefit
of the prompter, Joseph Glassington (fl.1771–1829).
He had begun his career in 1771 as a member of the
Norwich Theatre company; by 1776 he was managing
his own company playing at Tunbridge Wells, but
soon began a travelling company that played at

Stourbridge Fair, Cambridge every year until 1781. Glassington
performed minor roles and served as prompter for the Bristol Theatre
from the mid-1790s until 1801, when it was announced that he ‘had
been engaged to succeed Wilde as a prompter of Covent Garden
Theatre in the autumn. Glassington remained in that London post until
1818 … The Covent Garden account books show that he enjoyed
substantial benefit receipts over the years, taking, for example, £337 9s
6d. on 10 June 1805 … and £308 3s. on 11 July 1814. The last years of
his life were spent at the theatre at Bath, under management of his
brother-in-law, Charles Charlton. By June 1829 he was an annuitant of
the Bath Theatre Fund’ (Highfill et al., A Biographical Dictionary of
Actors [etc.] VI, 233).

LARGE PAPER COPY

46. [THEATRE.] [DORAT, Claude-Joseph]. La déclamation,
théâtrale, poëme didactique en trois chants, précédé d’un
discours. A Paris, De l’Imprimerie de Sébastien Jorry, rue & vis-àvis la Comédie Françoise … 1766.
Tall 8vo (241 × 152 mm) in half-sheets, pp. 128, with engraved
frontispiece and 3 additional plates (of 4?, but see below) by EmmanuelJean-Népomucène de Ghendt after Charles Eisen; some light plate
toning; uncut with generous margins; some light browning, nineteenthcentury dark blue morocco, fully gilt with spine in compartments, lavishly
gilt inner dentelles, marbled
endpapers and flyleaves, two short
tears to head and foot of first
marbled flyleaf near gutter, upper
joint sometime repaired, extremities
lightly rubbed.
$1000
First edition of one of Dorat’s most
popular works. Divided into three
songs (‘La Tragédie’, ‘La Comédie’,
and ‘L’Opéra’; another, ‘La Danse’,
appeared the following year), La
déclamation discusses theatre,
spectacle, and taste—issues so
hotly debated over in the
Enlightenment—in the form of a
didactic poem. Claude-Joseph
Dorat (1734–1780) himself
attributed the decline of the French
theatre ‘to the pernicious influence

of Drury Lane, which he described piquantly as London coal-dust which
had contaminated the Paris fogs and soiled the Muse of French
imitators’ (Hallowell, Claude-Joseph Dorat, Opponent of the “Drame
Bourgeois” and Critic of the English Theatre, p. 358).
Cioranescu 25131; Cohen–de Ricci, col. 312; Quérard II, 577; Inventaire
du fonds français XVIIIe siècle, vol. X, nos. 21–5. COPAC lists 2 copies
of the first edition only: BL (lacking the plates), Rylands (3 plates plus
frontispiece). Cohen–de Ricci and the Inventaire call for a frontispiece
and 4 plates, but it is not clear whether they are including the extra plate
from ‘La Danse’ (1767), as found in some copies.

SARAH SIDDONS RETIRES FROM THE STAGE

47. [THEATRE.] [SIDDONS, Sarah.] Mrs Siddons’s Night. The
last Time of Mrs Siddons’s acting. Theatre Royal, Covent Garden,
this present Monday, June 29, 1812, will be acted Shakspeare’s
Tragedy of Macbeth … to which will be added the Farce of All the
World’s a Stage … [London:] Printed by E. Macleish … [1812].
Playbill (262 × 190 mm), printed on laid paper; some light browning, two
small holes, one touching text, one small pencil mark to upper left-hand
margin, extreme lower left-hand corner torn away and a couple of chips
in the upper margin.
$800
A playbill advertising the farewell performance
of Sarah Siddons in her most celebrated role,
Lady Macbeth, alongside her brothers John
Philip and Charles Kemble (Macbeth and
Macduff respectively). Siddons (1755–1831)
had by this time established herself among her
peers as the greatest female tragedian of her
age, causing the announcement of her
retirement to send shockwaves through
London. The farewell performance advertised
here ended abruptly due to, according to
contemporary accounts, a disturbance in the
audience: ‘At the close of the sleep-walking
scene, it appears that some persons wished it
to be repeated, and that others, in making their
objections, gave rise to a noise and confusion,
which disturbed the requisite solemnity of the
evening. Whether it was owing to this
circumstance, or to a delicate compliment on

the part of the audience, we know not; but the Play (Macbeth) closed
with this scene, and Mrs. Siddons pronounced [a] Farewell’ (Theatrical
Examiner, 5 July 1812).
Demands for her return to the stage followed Siddons for the rest of her
life, and she had to continually reject pleas from theatres and theatregoers alike to come back from her retirement: ‘Although she continued to
offer private readings and recitals at home, she at first kept away from
the theatre as far as was possible, with the exception of rare
appearances in benefits for members of her family. Concerted efforts
were made to lure her back to the stage; within a year of her official
retirement a petition calling for her return was organized. Siddons
sensibly resisted the call, perhaps aware that her waning powers risked
blighting her glorious reputation. Her occasional appearances in the
next decade proved that she could still move and impress’ (Oxford
DNB). Siddons fell ill and died, aged seventy-five, in 1831; her funeral
‘took place on 15 June, featured eleven coaches of mourners, which
included the Drury Lane and Covent Garden companies, and drew
crowds of more than 5000’ (ibid.).

48. [THEATRE.] [Cover title:] SOUVENIR of the Visit of H.
Beerbohm Tree and His Majesty’s Theatre Company to Berlin.
New Royal Opera Theatre. April, 1907. [Colophon:] J. Miles &
Co. Ltd., Printers … London … [1907].
Oblong 8vo (148 × 232 mm), pp. [20]; including 7 photographic plates
tipped in; text printed in red and black; a fine copy in the original
illustrated wrappers, printed in blue and black.
$240

His Majesty’s Theatre, the project of the great character actor Sir
Herbert Beerbohm Tree (1852–1917), soon won ‘the international
reputation as the premier playhouse for Shakespeare in Britain during
the Edwardian era … [Tree’s] renown in the theatre world earned him
invitations to tour his revivals in America, which he did on numerous
occasions, and brought him a special invitation from the German Kaiser,
to which he responded by performing with his company in various
Shakespearian plays at Berlin’s Royal Opera House (1907)’ (Oxford
DNB).
The photographic portraits here show Tree in costume as Hamlet,
Svengali, Falstaff, Richard II, Malvolio, and Mark Antony.

THE FIRST ANTHOLOGY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE FOR GERMAN STUDENTS

‘THE IMPORTANCE … CAN HARDLY BE OVERESTIMATED’
49. [TOMPSON, John, editor]. English Miscellanies consisting
of various Pieces of Divinity, Morals, Politicks, Philosophy and
History; and likewise of some choice Poems; all collected out of
the most approved Authors in the English Tongue, viz. Tillotson
Denham Nichols Dryden Lock Buckingham Milton Prior Cowley
Addison Waller Pope &c. And chiefly intended for the Advantage
of such, as are willing to apply themselves to the learning of this
usefull Language. Gottingen by Abram. Vandenhoeck, Bookseller
to the University 1737.
Small 8vo (155 × 90 mm), pp. [4], 608, [2], plus an errata leaf; title-page
slightly foxed, else a very good, fresh copy in contemporary yellow
boards, a little rubbed, red edges, spine lettered and ruled gilt. $5250

Rare first edition of one of the earliest pieces of English printing in
Germany, and the first anthology of English literature for German
students. ‘The University of Goettingen, founded in 1737 [by George II],
right from its start had a Professor of French, and after 1747, a second
official French lecturer. English was represented by John Tompson, the
former lecturer of English at Helmstedt, who taught in Goettingen until
his death in 1768. An outstanding cultural herald in an increasingly
anglophile city, Tompson was for his contemporaries the incarnation of
the true English gentleman. He was appointed as Professor of English
(Extraordinarius) by George II in 1751, and promoted to the rank of full
professor (Ordinarius) by George III in 1762. His personality and his
teaching triggered a wave of anglophilia throughout Protestant Germany’
(Konrad Schröder, ‘Eight hundred years of modern language learning

and teaching in the German-speaking countries of
central Europe: a social history’, The Language
Learning Journal, special issue, Feb. 2018:
‘Histories of Language Learning and Teaching in
Europe’, pp. 28–39).
In Bernhard Fabian’s words, Tompson’s anthology is
‘a highly competent piece of bookmaking. It
appeared in Göttingen in 1737, shortly after the
opening of the university. In its production two
newcomers had joined forces. The publisher was
Abraham Vandenhoeck, a Dutchman, who had
moved his printing and bookselling business from
London to Hamburg and soon after accepted an
invitation to become Göttingen’s university printer.
The compiler was John Tompson, an Englishman,
who had come to Germany to teach English and
Italian at the University of Helmstedt in 1731 and
who had been appointed instructor in English at the
new University of Göttingen in 1735. He remained
at Göttingen for the rest of his life and was so successful as a language
teacher that in 1762 the university made him professor ordinarius—
apparently the first full professor of English ever appointed …
‘English Miscellanies was the right book at the right moment, and it was
bound to be a success … the importance of [which] can hardly be
overestimated. It remained without a serious rival for nearly three
decades and thus must be said to have dominated the period during
which the eighteenth-century German taste in English literature was
formed. When in 1766 it reached its fourth edition as a two-volume
work … it had established for the German reader a canon of English
literature’ (‘The beginnings of English-language publishing in Germany in
the eighteenth century’, Selecta Anglicana: buchgeschichtliche Studien
zur Aufnahme der englischen Literatur in Deutschland im achtzehnten
Jahrhundert, 1994, pp. 98–99).

ONLY 30 COPIES PRINTED

50. TRANSLATIONS from the German in Prose and Verse …
Printed by E. Harding, Frogmore Lodge, Windsor. 1812.
12mo (186 × 110 mm), pp. [6], 111, [1]; with an etched frontispiece;
some light offsetting and spotting; contemporary red straight-grain
morocco, all edges gilt; from the library of Albert Ehrman (1890–1969;
‘one of the most distinguished of contemporary collectors’, Nicolas

Barker, The Book Collector, 1970), with his armorial bookplate, pencil
note, and small monogram inkstamp.
$1800
First edition, privately printed: ‘The gift of the Queen, to her beloved
daughters, Charlotte Aug: Matilda. Augusta Sophia. Elizabeth. Mary.
And Sophia. And with Her Majesty’s permission dedicated to their Royal
Highnesses by the Translator Ellis Cornelia Knight’ (p. [3]).

Cornelia Knight (1757–1837)—novelist, poet, diarist, friend of Johnson
(her first book, the novel Dinarbas (1790), was a sequel to Rasselas)
and Nelson (his ‘charming poet-laureate’)—spent much of her long life
abroad. In 1805, she was appointed companion, and reader, to Queen
Charlotte, for whom she produced the present work, comprising prayers
by Georg Friedrich Seiler and a handful of German hymns.
‘There was a good library at Frogmore of books in French, English, and
German, and Queen Charlotte thoughtfully gave her lady a key to the
bookcases so that she could borrow what she wished at any time … [In
1811,] a work of Cornelia’s, entitled Chronological Abridgment of the
History of France, appeared … a similar volume on Spain had already
come out in 1809. They were both privately printed at Frogmore, as
were two other books of a different nature which belong to 1812 : some
translations of German prayers and hymns, and Miscellaneous Poems,
to which she contributed along with W. R. Spencer, Samuel Rogers, and

others’ (Luttrell, The Prim Romantic: a biography of Ellis Cornelia Knight,
pp. 136, 148).
Martin, p. 200 (‘thirty copies only were printed’); Morgan C241.

‘CONDAMNÉE OU SUPPRIMÉE’
51. [VOLTAIRE, François-Marie Arouet de]. La Bible enfin
expliquée par plusieurs aumoniers de S. M. L. R. D. P. Troisième
edition. Revue, corrigée & augmentée … A Londres [i.e.
Geneva], 1777.
2 vols, 8vo (195 × 121 mm), pp. [4], 274; [4], 260; some light
occasional browning, contemporary striped calf, gilt with
sprinkled edges, lightly rubbed; bookplate of the Bibliotheca di
Casate Vecchio, plus a modern ownership label, to front
pastedown.
$550
New edition of one of Voltaire’s final publications, here with a
new Avertissement which is often attributed to the author
himself: a synthesis of his previous writings and thoughts
about the Bible, both the Old and New Testaments. The
imprint is false; it was actually printed in Geneva. It has
historically been troublesome for bibliographers: the work ‘eut
5 éditions en quelques mois; il n’y figure pas, mais, comme le
dit M. Georges Avenel, dans sa consciencieuse édition de
Voltaire publiée par le Siècle: “Quant à savoir si cette ‘Bible’
fut poursuivie, condamnée ou supprimée, c’est là un problème
littéraire. Les uns dissent non, les autres oui; ces autres sont
les plus nombreux.”’ (L’Intermédiaire, 9e année, 1876, p. 155).
Bengesco 309.

A LANDSCAPE ENGRAVER ABROAD
PRESENTATION MANUSCRIPT

52. WALLIS, Robert. Journal of a Fortnight’s Tour up the
Rhine and through Parts of Switzerland in the Autumn of 1836.
[?Brighton, c.1870.]
Manuscript on paper, thick 8vo (217 × 165 mm), ff. [2], 2, [1], 3–100; with
47 illustrations: steel engravings (by various engravers, many after
Stanfield; at least three—‘St Goar’, ‘Bingen’, ‘Heidelberg’—are by Wallis

himself) or photographs (sometimes of paintings etc.), pasted onto
leaves of card, bound in throughout; another engraving, by Wallis,
loosely inserted; some fingersoiling or light browning; contemporary
green morocco, dulled and rubbed, over heavy bevelled boards, all
edges gilt, upper joint skilfully repaired, spine lettered gilt, chased metal
monogram (‘RW’) pinned to upper board.
$1500
Inscribed ‘To A. A. Hopkins / To whom this Manuscript was written with
much pleasure by her sincere friend / The Author. Jany 1870’, and ‘For
Richard Alan Ellison Voysey / in memory of A. A. Hopkins’ on the front
flyleaf.

Robert Wallis (1794–1878) had been taught engraving by his father,
Thomas Wallis, and by 1818 ‘found employment as a landscape
engraver on steel, providing illustrations for the numerous travel books
then reaching the market … By the mid-century Wallis was judged one
of the ablest landscape engravers, excelling in the interpretation of the
work of Joseph Mallord William Turner. He was employed on Turner’s
illustrations to Cooke’s Southern Coast of England; Turner’s England
and Wales and his Rivers of France; Heath’s Picturesque Annual;
Jennings Landscape Annual; and the illustrations to many fine editions
of popular works. Fourteen of his engravings were published in the Art
Journal between 1849 and 1880. His finest productions were the large
plates after Turner’s Lake of Nemi and The Approach to Venice, a proof
of which was exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1859. Wallis then
retired, and passed the remainder of his life in the Brighton area’ (Oxford
DNB).

‘Business calling me to Paris, I embraced the opportunity of ascending
the Rhine, and seeing some parts of Switzerland. I was partly prompted
to this, by the representations of some esteemed friends who had visited
these parts some time before. The expectations they had raised in me
were more than realized by my own observation; and although
compelled to travel with speed, and labouring under the great
disadvantage of not understanding the languages spoken on my route, I
had no reason to regret the expense, whether of money or time, incurred
by the trip. But pleasure not participated by others, either in fact or by
subsequent information, can scarcely be called pleasure, and not having
had a companion in my travels, I have made the following slight sketch
of what I saw, heard and experienced, intending it only for the perusal of
my friends; who will be pleased to accept of it as a substitute for such a
narrative as might be given in familiar conversation … March 1st 1837.
9 Colebrook Row, Islington’ (pp. 1–2). Though the present manuscript,
with all its illustrations, was evidently created later.
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